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using the identities 
Ql=Q+O,  P , = P + P ,  (5.18) 
QI2=QI”, Plz=  -PGT, (5.19) 
Q~ = r Qr T ,  p2 = GPGT. (5.2Gj 
Substituting (3.10), (3.11), (3.12) and (5.18)-(5.20) into (5.12)-(5.16) 
and using (5.12) + GT(5.13)G - (5.13)G - (5.13G)T and 
GTI’(5.13)G - (5.13)G - (5.13G)r yields (3.13) and (3.14). Using 
I“G(5.15)r - (5.15)r - (5.15Qr yields (3.15). Finally, r(5.13)- 
(5.14) or G(5,15)-(5.16) yields (3.9). ‘3 
Remark 5.1. Equations (4.5)-(4.11) are derived in a similar manner 
with 2 replaced by 2 in (5.1). 
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The Optimal Projection Equations for Static and 
Dynamic Output Feedback: The Singular Case 
DENNIS S.  BERNSTEIN 
Dedicated  to the memory of Professor Violet B. Haas 
November 23, 1926-January 21, 1986 
Absfmct-Oblique projections have been shown to arise naturally in 
both static and dynamic optimal  design problems. For static controllers 
an oblique projection was inherent in the early work of Levine and 
Athans, while for dynamic controllers an  oblique projection was 
developed by  Hyland and Bernstein. This note is motivated by the 
following natural question: What is the relationship between the oblique 
projection arising in optimal static output feedback and the oblique 
projection arising in optimal fixed-order dynamic compensation? We 
show that in nonstrictly proper optimal output feedback there are, 
indeed, three distinct oblique projections corresponding to singular 
measurement noise, singular control weighting, and reduced compensator 
order. Moreover, we unify the Levine-Athans and Hyland-Bernstein 
approaches by rederiving the optima1 projection equations  for  combined 
statiddynamic (nonstrictly proper) output feedback in a form which 
clearly illustrates the role of the three projections in characterizing the 
optimal feedback gains. Even when the dynamic component of the 
nonstrictly proper controller is of full order, the controller is character- 
ized by four matrix equations which generalize the standard LQG result. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The optimal static output-feedback problem [I] ,  [2] and the optimal 
fixed-order dynamic-compensation problem [3], [4] have been exten- 
sively investigated. A salient feature of the necessary conditions for each 
of these problems is the  presence  of  an oblique projection (idempotent 
matrix) which arises as a direct consequence of optimality. For the static 
problem with noise-free measurements (i.e.. singular measurement noise) 
the necessary conditions involve the projection [2] 
71 = QC‘(CQC?-lC 
where Q is the steady-state closed-loop state covariance.  The dual 
projection 
T*=B(B‘pB)-’B‘p 
arises analogously in the corresponding problem involving singular 
control weighting. Furthermore. for fixed-order dynamic compensation 
with noisy measurementss, it has recently been shown [4] that the 
necessary conditions give  rise  to  the projection 
7 3  = QF(QP)* 
wvhere ( )# denotes group generalized inverse and Q and P are rank- 
deficient nonnegative-definite matrices analogous to the controllability 
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and observability Gramians  of  the compensator. To understand the 
relationships among rl, r?, and r3, the contribution of thepresent note 
b a unified treatment of the necessary conditions for  optimal static/ 
dynamic feedback compensation which  clearly illustrates the role of 
the three projections in Characterizing the optimal feedback gains. 
Even in the full-order case in which r3 is the identity, the result provides 
a generalization of the standard LQG result to nonstrictly proper 
controllers in which case  the separation principle does not hold. 
To clarify the ramifications of noise and weighting singularities in 
optimal output feedback, consider  the problem of minimizing 
J = h  !Z[X~ROX+U~RIU] 
I - -  
(1.1) 
with plant dynamics 
i = A x + B u + ~ ~ o ,  (1 . a  
y =  c x +  W I ,  (1.3) 
and nonstrictly proper feedback compensator 
%,=AC&+&Y, (1.4) 
u = C,X,+ D,y. (1 5 )  
As pointed out in [3], J is finite only if 
O = t r  [D:RID,Vl] * O=RID,VI (1.6) 
where VI  denotes the intensity of wl. Clearly, when R1 and VI are 
nonsingular (1.6) implies D,=O, and hence direct feedthrough is not 
permitted, i.e.,  the compensator must be strictly proper.  Conversely,  to 
utilize a static gain D,, either R I  or V I  must be singular. By writing 
singular Rl and V I  without loss of generality as 
R l = [  2, 0 0 1   ' V I = [  VI 0 0]  
it follows that the static transmission between noisy measurements and 
weighted controls must be zero (see Fig. 1). 




l L - - F +  STATIC 
STATIC 
GAIN 
COMPENSATOR ' DYNAMIC 
Fig. 1. 
out by (1.6) do not appear in Fig. 1. Specifically: 1)  nonnoisy 
measurements can be fed back to unweighted controls; 2) dynamic- 
compensator outputs can be fed back to unweighted controls; and 3) 
nonnoisy measurements can serve  as inputs to  the dynamic compensator. 
The reason for considering the more limited configuration shown in Fig. 1 
is that only these paths are explicitly characterized by the necessary 
conditions. Hence, for simplicity we first consider only the scheme of 
Fig. 1. and later introduce the remaining permissible paths. Interestingly, 
while these additional gains are not completely determined by the 
necessary conditions. they appear  to play an important role in governing 
geometric interrelationships among the  three projections. 
Two final comments are in order.  First,  since our results are canid out 
in a multiplicative noise setting, we  generalize previous results on state 
feedback [15]-[18] and dynamic compensation [9]-[Ill.  The motivation 
for using a multiplicative white noise model is  to represent plant 
parameter uncertainties and thereby obtain robust controllers 1121. Also, 
the derivations of the necessary conditions are straightforward extensions 
of the Lagrange multiplier technique used in [4] and hence have been 
omitted. 
11. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
real numbers, r X s real matrices, 2rx1 ,  expectation 
r X r identity, transpose, group generalized inverse [13, p. 1241 
Kronecker sum, Kronecker product 
I" - r, r E z n x n  
matrix with eigenvalues in open left-half plane 
semisimple (nondefective) matrix with nonnegative eigenvalues 
positive integers 
n, m,, m2, 4, f2, n,-dimensional vectors 
n x n matrices, n X ml matrices, I I  X n matrices, i = 1 ,  . . . , p 
n x mz matrix, 12 X n matrix 
n, x n,, n, x I I ,  ml X n,, ml X 1 2 ,  m2 X I t  matrices 
unit variance white noise, i = 1, * ,  p 
n-dimensional, II -dimensional white noise 
intensities of W O ,  wl;  VO 2 0, V I  > 0 
n x II cross intensity of w o ,  wI 
state and control weightings; Ro 2 0, R1 > 0 
n x ml cross weighting: Ro - ROIR;'R$ 2 0 
A + BlD,C2 + B2EcCI,  Ai -k BliD,C2 i B2E,CIi, i = 1, - " . p  
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For arbitrary n x n 0, P ,  Q, 8, T , ,  T~ define: To develop necessary conditions for this problem, D, and E, must be 
restricted to the  set  of second-moment-stabilizing gains 
P 
(Dc, E,) : A @ A+ A, '8 Ai is asymptotically stable 
i =  I 
P P 
% P QC:+ vol+C A,QC;, s, P B ; P + R , : + ~  BEPA,, The requirement (Dc, E,) E S implies the existence of the steady-state 
i =  I i =  1 closed-loop state covariance Q 6 limt-- $[x(t)x(t) ']. Furthermore, Q 
and its nonnegativedefmite  dual P are the unique solutions of the P P 
- 1  
R ~ ,  Y R,+C B ; ( P + B ) B , , ,  PIS P v l + C  c l i ( ~ + Q ) c : , ,  modified Lyapunov equations 
, = 1  i =  I 
P 
Q s  & QC:+ v,, + A ~ ( Q +  Q ) q ,  
I = '  
P 
o = AQ + QAT+ A i ~ A ; +  P, (3.7) 
i= 1 
A P A - B , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ + B ~ ~ ) ~ , - T ~ ~ $ + Q C ~ ~ P ~ ~ C ~ ,  An additional technical assumption is that (D,, E,) be confined to the  s t 
A, A ~ - B ~ ~ R , ~ ( ~ ' , + B ~ B ) ~ ~ - ~ ~ ( $ + ~ C ; ) ~ ~ ~ C , ~ ,  
S' 6 {(Dc,  E,) E S : CzQC:>O and B:PB2>O}. 
In order to obtain closed-form expressions for the feedback gains we 
Theorem 3. I: Suppose (D,, E,) E S + solves the static output feedback 
V, L v,- V , , P , ' ( & + ~ C ~ ) T ~ : - T ~ ( $ + ~ C ~ P ~ ' V ~  problem. Then  there exist n X n nonnegativedefinite Q, P such that 
+ T ~ ( Q ~ + Q C ~ ) P ~ ~ ' V I P ~ ~ ' ( $ + Q C ; ) ~ T : .  D,= - R  ;'s,Qc;(c,Qc~)-~, (3.10) 
III. STATIC OUTPUT FEEDBACK E,= -(B:PB2)-'B;PaV,' ,  (3.11) 
Static Output Feedback Problem and such that Q and P satisfy 
Given the controlled system 
o = ( A - B ~ R ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ) Q + Q ( A - B ~ R ; ~ ~ , ~ ~ ) T +  v, 
(3.12) 
where t E [0, m), determine 0, and E, such that the static output - 
feedback law 
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and the measurement noise is zero, i.e., when uz and y l  are absent, delete 
(3.11) and set 72 = 0. Deleting also  the multiplicative noise terms yields 
the usual static output feedback result [ 11, [2]. 
N. DYNAMIC OUTPUT FEEDBACK 
We now expand the formulation of the static problem to include a 
purely dynamic (strictly proper) dynamic compensator. 
Dynamic Output Feedback Problem 
Given (3.1)-(3.3), determine A,, B,, C,, D,,  E, such that the static and 
dynamic output feedback law 
%(t) = A J c ( t )  + BCYl(0, (4.1) 
UI  ( 0  = C J m  + a Y z ( t ) ,  (4.2) 
u z ( t )  (t)  (4.3) 
minimizes the  performance  criterion  (3.6). 
We restrict our attention to second-moment-stabilizing controllers 
9 & (Ac, B,, C, D,, Ec): A' 8 i + c  A; 8 A i  is I - - P =  = i =  I 
asymptotically stable and ( A c ,  Bc, C,) is minimal , 
which implies the existence of 4 1imt+- E[2( t ) - f ( t )T] ,  where f ( t ) P  
(x(?) T, x,([) 9 T.  Furthermore, 0 and its dual P are the unique solutions 







where QI2 and Plz are n X n,, we also require 
a ) +  2 { ( A ,  B,, C, Dc, E,) E 9 : Cz(Q,-QlzQ;'Qb)C:>o 
and B ~ ( P l - P 1 2 P ; 1 P ~ z ) B z > O } .  
Optimizing (3.6) over D + , introducing new variables 
Q 2 Q1-QlzQ;'Qf,, P & PI-PIzP;~PL,  (4.6) 
Q 2 Ql,Q;'Q;, B P P12P;'PL9 (4.7) 
and manipulating (4.4) and (4.5), we obtain the dynamic extension of 
Theorem 3.1. The following lemma is required for the statement of the 
result. 
Lemma 4.1: Suppose n x n $, p are nonnegative definite. Then Qp 
is nonnegative semisimple. If, in addition, rank QP=n,, then there exist 
n, x n G, r and n, x n, invertible M such that 
Qp=GTMI', rGT=InC.  (4.8a,b) 
Proof: The result follows from [14,  Theorem 6.2.51. 
Since is semisimple it has a group inverse (QRe = GTM-'r and 
7 3  2 @($P) '=GT (4.9) 
is an oblique projection. 
Theorem 4. I :  Suppose (A,, B,, C,, D,, E,) E 9- solves the dynamic 
output feedback problem. Then there exist n X n nonnegative-definite Q, 
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is not given explicitly, it does play a role in the necessary conditions since 
A is replaced by A + B ~ K I C ~ .  
For the dynamic problem replace (4.1) and (4.3) by 
X = , ( ~ ) = A , X , ( ~ ) + B , Y I ( ~ ) + K , Y ~ ( ~ ) ,  (5.4) 
I ( ~ ( ~ ) = E ~ ~ I ( ~ ) + K ~ x , ( ~ ) + K I Y z ( ~ ) .  (5.5) 
Optimizing with respect to K , ,  K2, K3 yields 
O=Cz(QP+QP+QP)B2, (5.6a) 
0 = QPB2, (5.6b) 





Note that (5.7b) and ( 5 . 7 ~ )  imply 
O =  7 2 7 3 7 1 .  (5.8) 
Using (5.7b)$ (5.7c), Q = r3Q, P = Pr3 (see [4]), (4.10)-(4.18) become 
A , = ~ ( A - B , R ^ ~ ~ ‘ @ ’ , - ~ ~ ~ ~ ’ C l + B z K l C ~ ) G T + ~ B ~ K ~ - K ~ C ~ G T ,  
(5.9) 
C,= - R ^ ~ ~ ‘ @ , ~ l l G T ,  (5.11) 
where 
A ~ = A + B ~ K I G - G ’ K ~ C ~ ,  A2=A+B2KlCz+B2K21’, 
A ,  A Q ~ + B ~ K I C ~ - G ’ K ~ C ~ ,  Aps & Aps+B2KIC2+BZKZTI. 
VI. DIREC~~ONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
-II 
More general solutions can be obtained by incorporating singular 
estimation techniques 1151 where noise-free measurements are repeatedly 
differentiated to  enlarge the class of available outputs. 
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